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This work describes, through the semi-classical Boltzmann transport theory and simulation, a novel
nanostructured material design that can lead to unprecedentedly high thermoelectric power factors,
with improvements of more than an order of magnitude compared to optimal bulk material power
factors. The design is based on a specific grain/grain-boundary (potential well/barrier) engineering such
that: i) carrier energy filtering is achieved using potential barriers, combined with ii) higher than usual
doping operating conditions such that high carrier velocities and mean-free-paths are utilized, iii)
minimal carrier energy relaxation is achieved after passing over the barriers to propagate the high
Seebeck coefficient of the barriers into the potential wells, and, importantly, iv) an intermediate dopant-
free (depleted) region is formed. Thus, the design consists of a ‘three-region geometry’, in which the high
doping resides in the center/core of the potential well, with a dopant-depleted region separating the
doped region from the potential barriers. It is shown that the filtering barriers are optimal when they
mitigate the reduction in conductivity they introduce, and this can be done primarily when they are
‘clean’ from dopants during the process of filtering. The potential wells, on the other hand, are optimal
when they mitigate the reduced Seebeck coefficient they introduce by: i) not allowing carrier energy
relaxation, and ii) mitigating the reduction in mobility that the high concentration of dopant impurities
causes. It is shown that dopant segregation, with ‘clean’ dopant-depletion regions around the potential
barriers, serves this key purpose of improved mobility toward the phonon-limited mobility levels in the
wells. Using quantum transport simulations based on the non-equilibrium Green's function method as
well as semi-classical Monte Carlo simulations, we also verify the important ingredients and validate this
‘clean-filtering’ design.
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Thermoelectric (TE) materials have made dramatic progress
over the last several years. The thermoelectric figure of merit ZT,
which quantifies the ability of a material to convert heat into
electricity, hasmore than doubled compared to traditional values of
ZT~1, reaching values above ZT~2 in several instances across ma-
terials and temperature ranges [1e12]. The figure of merit is
determined by ZT ¼ sS2T/(keþkl), where s is the electrical conduc-
tivity, S is the Seebeck coefficient, T is the absolute temperature, and
ke and kl are the electronic and lattice parts of the thermal
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conductivity, respectively. The recent improvements in ZT are
mostly attributed to drastic reductions of the lattice thermal con-
ductivity in nanostructured materials and nanocomposites which
has reached amorphous limit values at kl ¼ 1e2 W/mK and below
[1,3,13,14], as well as complex phonon dynamics materials [4]. With
such low thermal conductivities, however, any further benefits to
ZT must be achieved through the improvement of the thermo-
electric power factor (PF) sS2, for which no noticeable progress has
so far been achieved.

The lack of progress in the PF improvement is attributed to the
adverse interdependence of the electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient via the carrier density, which proves very difficult to
overcome. Themost commonly explored direction in improving the
PF is the ‘conventional’ energy filtering approach in nano-
composites and superlattices, in which built-in potential barriers
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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block the cold low-energy carriers, while allowing the hot high-
energy carriers to flow [15e30]. This energetic preference increases
the Seebeck coefficient. On the other hand, this approach has still
not beenwidely applied because the conductivity is also reduced in
the presence of potential barriers. Current research efforts in
improving the PF have thus diverted in many other directions,
including: i) taking advantage of the density of states in low-
dimensional materials through quantum confinement [31], or in
bulk materials that include low-dimensional ‘like’ features [32,33],
ii) band structure engineering and band-convergence strategies
[32e36], iii) modulation doping and gating [37e45], iv) introducing
resonances in the density of states [46], and even more recently v)
concepts that take advantage of the Soret effect in hybrid porous/
electrolyte materials [47]. These approaches target improvements
either in the Seebeck coefficient or in the electrical conductivity,
with the hope that the other quantity will not be degraded signif-
icantly, and sometimes they report moderate PF improvements.
However, no significant developments that lead to meaningful
improvements, wider applicability, or generalization to many ma-
terials have been achieved by these methods either.

Recent efforts, both theoretical and experimental, by us and
others, however, have revisited the energy-filtering concept and
targeted designs that provide simultaneous improvements in both
the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient to largely
improve the PF sS2. Experimental works have indeed verified that it
is possible to achieve very high PFs in nanostructured Si-based
materials after undergoing specific treatment [48e52]. Measured
data for PF improvements of over 5� compared to bulk values were
adequately explained using the Boltzmann transport theory
[48,49]. In those cases, the grain boundaries of the nanocrystalline
material serve as potential barriers resulting in energy filtering and
high Seebeck coefficients. On the other hand, the carriermean-free-
path (MFP) for scattering (andmobility) in the grains was improved
because of the fact that dopants were primarily placed in the
middle regions of the grains, rather than being uniformly spread in
the materialdsee later on Fig. 3a. The regions around the grain
boundary potential barriers were depleted of dopants and allowed
higher local carrier mobility and higher MFPs, which resulted in
higher grain conductivities and overall material conductivities [48].
Thus, compared to other approaches, recent evidence suggests that
energy filtering could be engineered in such a way as to lead to
large PF improvements.

In light of the strong evidence of such exceptionally high PFs
demonstrated, as well as the recent surge in efforts to use energy
filtering and design the grain/grain-boundary system efficiently in
a variety of materials [28e30,53], in this work, we re-examine
theoretically energy filtering under degenerate conditions and
dopant segregation. Using the Boltzmann transport theory, we
provide an in-depth investigation of a generalized grain/grain-
boundary design concept and explore the ultimate upper limit
that can potentially be achieved under realistic conditions. The
design is based on a number of concepts/‘ingredients’, whose
contributions are examined individually, and then all are combined
until the final upper limit is reached. To further examine the val-
idity of these ‘ingredients’, we also employ more sophisticated
quantum transport simulations and Monte Carlo simulations. We
show that PFs even beyond the exceptionally high value of PF
~30 mW/mK2 can be achieved once a nanostructure is properly
designed.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
approach and the main features of the proposed design, based on
what we refer to as ‘3-region, clean-filtering’. There, we validate the
semi-classical transport model we use against p-type Si (the
semiconductor material for which the largest improvements were
experimentally achieved, but without loss in generality for the
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured pote
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material choice). Section 3 describes the PF performance of the
proposed design, by exploring the improvements that the indi-
vidual design ‘ingredients’ lead to as they are added to the design
one by one. We then explore the PF improvements as the ‘in-
gredients’ are all utilized together, and their parameter values
increased to very high, but still realistic levels, to provide an upper
limit estimate for the PF. Section 4 then discusses the validity of the
assumptions/‘ingredients’ using the non-equilibrium Green's
function (NEGF) quantum transport method and Monte Carlo
simulations. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work.
2. Approach

To model TE transport in the structure we examine, we start
with the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) formalism and cali-
brate our model to match the mobility of p-type bulk Si, so that we
remainwithin realistic exploration boundaries. Within the BTE, the
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient can be extracted as [54,55]:

s¼ q20

ð∞
E0

dE
�
� vf0

vE

�
XðEÞ≡

ð∞
E0

~sðEÞdE; (1a)

S¼ q0kB
s

ð∞
E0

dE
�
� vf0

vE

�
XðEÞ

�
E � EF
kBT

�
≡
1
s

ð∞
E0

~SðEÞdE; (1b)

where q0 is the electron charge and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Note that for easiness, we define ~sðEÞ and ~SðEÞ (here and
throughout the text), as quantities which when integrated over
energy give the conductivity and Seebeck coefficients s and S (thus,
they do not have the units of conductivity and Seebeck coefficient
themselves). The transport distribution function XðEÞ in Eq. (1a) is
defined as:

XðEÞ¼ tðEÞyðEÞ2gðEÞ; (2a)

tðEÞ¼ l0ðE=kBTÞr
yðEÞ ; (2b)

where tðEÞ is the momentum relaxation time, yðEÞ is the band
structure velocity, gðEÞ is the density of states, and l0 is the MFP for
scattering. In Eq. (2b), the energy dependence of the MFP is intro-
duced with a characteristic exponent r that defines a specific
scattering mechanism. In the case of phonon scattering, the MFP is
energy independent, r ¼ 0 (for 3D channels), and consequently the
scattering rate is proportional to the density of states. Note that Eq.
(2b) originates directly from the definition of the MFP, which is
defined as the average time between momentum relaxing scat-
tering events t(E) � the carrier band structure velocity yðEÞ as
lðEÞ ¼ yðEÞtðEÞ. The MFP then can be expressed by a constant, l0,
times an energy dependent term [56e58]. The constant can be
adjusted to fit experimental low-field mobility data at low con-
centrations to mimic the transport properties of a specific material.
In 3D structures, under isotropic scattering conditions (as for
acoustic/optical phonons), the scattering rate is proportional to the
density of final states which has an E1/2 trend. With the velocity
following an E1/2 trend as well, lðEÞeE1=2E�1=2 ¼ E0, which results
in the MFP being energy independent.

For ionized impurity scattering (IIS), different expressions for
the scattering rate and for the screening length apply at different
doping concentrations [56]. Here we use the Brooks-Herring model
with screening, which is satisfactory for doping concentrations up
to 1018 cm�3 for mapping to the Si p-type mobility [55]. Above that
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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concentration (which is more relevant to our design), we merge to
the strongly screened transition rate as described in Ref. [48], in an
effort to match as close as possible the measured mobility of p-type
Si [59e61]. Fig. 1a shows mobility calculations of p-type Si for the
phonon-limited case (red line) and the phonon plus IIS limited case
(blue line). By using l0 ¼ 7:4 nm for phonons, the desired bulk low-
density mobility for p-type Si at 300 K is achieved (m ¼ 450 cm2/V-
s). Our results agree particularly well at the carrier concentrations
of interest, around p ¼ 5 � 1019 cm�3. The difference between the
phonon-limited mobility and the phonon plus IIS mobility, which
can be up to an order of magnitude, is a central aspect of our design
as will be explained below.

With regards to thermoelectric performance, Fig. 1bed show
comparison of the phonon-limited to the phonon plus IIS conduc-
tivity, Seebeck coefficient, and thermoelectric PF, respectively, for
p-type bulk Si where our model was calibrated on. The PF sS2 peaks
at high carrier concentrations around 1019e1020/cm3, and in most
cases, this is achieved by doping, which introduces strong IIS and
severely limits the carrier mobility and electronic conductivity. The
PF would be at least a factor of >2� higher in the absence of IIS,
which is the motivation behind modulation doping and gating
methods [37e45]. To date, however, in such studies, the improve-
ment over dopedmaterials was only modest, in the best case the PF
values were similar to those of the doped materials. We show
below, however, how this can be utilized in a very efficient way.

Energy filtering through the introduction of potential barriers is
the most commonly used approach to impede the flow of low-
energy carriers and increase the Seebeck coefficient. As indicated in
Fig. 2a, electrons transport in the material through alternating
potential wells and potential barriers. High-energy electrons gain
energy to jump over the barriers and make it to the next well re-
gion. Once the electrons pass over the barrier and enter the po-
tential well, there they tend to lose energy, usually through the
emission of optical phonons (Fig. 2a), and relax around the Fermi
level of the well within a few optical phonon emission MFPs, lE.
Low-energy electrons are mostly blocked. In the following sections,
we explain the model for electronic transport in the nanostructures
Fig. 1. (a) The mobility of p-type Si from experimental data (by Jacoboni [59]dblack
dots and Masetti [61]dgreen dots), the calculated phonon-limited mobility (red line),
and the benchmarked phonon plus ionized impurity scattering from our semi-classical
model (blue line). (bed) The conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and power factor for the
cases of the phonon-limited (red lines) and phonons plus ionized impurity scattering
(blue lines) considerations.
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we consider, under different geometrical conditions, which turn
out to influence the PF. We describe the equations that describe
electronic transport in the potential wells and afterwards in the
potential barriers, determining energy filtering.
2.1. Well regiondFiltering and electron flow in the potential well

When lE is small (lE « LW, where LW is the length of the well),
transport in the barrier/well regions is essentially independent of
each other (Fig. 2b). In this case, the total Seebeck coefficient and
conductivity can be thought of as a simple combination of the in-
dividual quantities in each region, weighted by the size (volume
fraction) of each region (‘W’-well, ‘B’-barrier) as [37]:

vtot
stot

¼ vW
sW

þ vB
sB

(3a)

Stot ¼ SWvW þ SBvB
vW þ vB

(3b)

where, in 3D bulk materials, the weighting factor ni is the volume of
each region. The derivation of a generalized composite Seebeck
coefficient equation as above can be found in the Appendix. The
‘local’ TE coefficients of the wells in this case are computed by
simply considering the bulk value of these regions as:

sW ¼
ð∞
0

~sWðEÞdE; (4a)

SW ¼ 1
sW

ð∞
0

~SWðEÞdE; (4b)

and those of the barriers by:

sB ¼
ð∞
VB

~sBðEÞdE; (4c)

SB ¼
1
sB

ð∞
VB

~SBðEÞdE: (4d)

In this case, PF improvements cannot be easily achieved, as the
improvement in the Seebeck coefficient is limited to the volume
that the barriers occupy, and in those regions, the resistance is
significantly increased (exponential drop in density).
2.2. Well regiondEnergy non-relaxing case

In the opposite scenario with respect to carrier energy relaxation,
i.e., lE> LW, electrons canflowover the barrierswithout (fully) relaxing
their energy when they enter the wells (Fig. 2c). In this scenario, only
carriers with energies above the barrier height VB are contributing to
transport. The Seebeck coefficient is benefitted in this case, as it is by
definition the average energy of the current flow <E> [26]:

S¼
�
CED� EF
q0T

�
(5a)

The fact that the flow is high in energy throughout the channel
(barriers and wells) essentially results in propagating the high
Seebeck coefficient of the barrier into the well. In this energy non-
relaxing case, the TE coefficients in the well region can then be
computed by only considering transport above VB as:
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of typical electron transport in a superlattice structure, where
electrons flow over potential barriers and relax into potential wells. (bec) Transport in
a superlattice in the extreme cases where energy relaxation into the well after over-
passing the barrier happens immediately and fully, and when energy relaxation does
not happen at all. (d) Non-equilibrium Green's function simulations for the energy of
the current flow in a superlattice (red line), indicating that carriers (blue line) relax
into the wells partially, depending on the sizes of the well regions. The yellow/green
colormap indicates the current flow I(E,x). (e) Schematics indicating situations
resembling ballistic thermionic emission over the barrier (left), and emission over the
barrier where carriers completely relax on the band edge at the top-of-the-barrier
(right).
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sW ¼
ð∞
VB

~sWðEÞdE (6a)

SW ¼ 1
sW

ð∞
VB

~SWðEÞdE: (6b)

Here, the only thing that changes from the treatment of each region
independently is that the integral for the conductivity of the well
begins from VB, rather than from the band edge of the well
EC ¼ 0 eV.

In typical semiconductors, lE is in the order of several nano-
meters to a few tens of nanometers. Therefore, nanostructures in
which the wells are a few tens of nanometers operate between the
two cases of Fig. 2b and c. Fig. 2d shows a more realistic scenario of
semi-relaxation of carriers. What is shown here is a quantum me-
chanical electronic transport simulation based on the NEGF
method, including electron scattering with optical phonons in a
superlattice-type structure. The dashed-blue line indicates the
current flow (average of the yellow/green-flow colormap). The red-
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured pote
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solid line indicates the average energy of the current flow <E(x)>,
the quantity which when integrated and scaled over the channel
provides the Seebeck coefficient. As observed, the current flows
over the barriers by absorbing optical phonons and afterwards re-
laxes down in energy in the wells by emitting optical phonons.
Because lE in these simulations is set to lE ¼ 15 nm and the length
of the well to LW ¼ 50 nm, the current energy is not completely
relaxed in the well; instead, this corresponds to the semi-relaxed
case.

2.3. Barrier regiondMomentum relaxing case

Considering the design of the barrier regions now, the carriers
can completely relax on the barriers (both their momentum and
energy), in which case they are treated as independent regions
from the wells. The right side of Fig. 2e shows the case where a
carrier from the same state as before, ‘relaxes’ on the band structure
of the barrier (blue line), then flows over the barrier, and ‘relaxes’
again on the ‘local’ band E(k) of the well. In this case, the barrier
imposes a large resistance on the current flow and damages the
overall conductivity of the material. The TE coefficients for the
barrier can then be computed as in Eqs. (4c) and (4d).

2.4. Barrier regiondThermionic emission (momentum non-
relaxing) case

However, if the barrier is narrow, carriers can be thermionically
(ballistically) emitted over the potential barrier without relaxing on
the top of it. The left side of Fig. 2e shows the case of thermionic
emission, where the carriers from a given band structure state flow
ballistically over the barrier and end in the same E(k) in the right
side of the barrier (red arrow). We note that in reality for narrow
barriers, the ‘local’ band structure could be different compared to
the band structures of the constituent materials, and quantum
mechanical reflections will appear because of a degree of well/
barrier state mismatch, which would add to interface resistance.
These can be mitigated somewhat by employing smoothened bar-
rier edges and oblique potentials (as in Fig. 3) rather than sharp
ones [23,24], and we address this issue later on. The TE coefficients
on the barrier region under thermionic emission conditions can
then be computed at first order by allowing only the carriers from
the wells with energies higher than the barrier heights VB over the
barrier (ignoring contact resistance at this point) as:

sB ¼
ð∞
VB

~sWðEÞdE (7a)

SB ¼
1
sB

ð∞
VB

~SWðEÞdE: (7b)

3. Nanostructured well/barrier design for very high PFs

3.1. Designing optimal attributes for the filtering barrier

After describing the basic transport features and equations in SL
structures, we begin our investigation by simulations of the opti-
mized attributes for the potential barrier, and then for the potential
welldtargeting PF improvements. Fig. 4 shows row-wise the TE
coefficients electrical conductivity s, Seebeck coefficient S, and PF,
respectively. Column-wise, it shows the change in these co-
efficients after each step of the design process we consider. We
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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Fig. 3. (a) The three-region structure design proposed in this work in a 2D top-down representation. The core of the well region (blue regions) is highly doped, the intermediate
region between the core and the boundary (red region) is intrinsic (dopant-free), and the region in-between the wells is shown in grey. (b) A ‘cut’ through the dashed line of (a),
indicating a simplification of the conduction band profile, with the doped regions, the intrinsic regions, and the barrier regions indicated. (ced) Band profiles after self-consistent
solutions of the Poisson equation for doping values ND ¼ 1019/cm3 and 5 � 1020/cm3. In each sub-figure, cases for intrinsic regions of length 10 nm (red lines), 20 nm (blue lines), and
30 nm (black lines) are indicated (doped/undoped region boundaries are shown by the dashed lines). The Fermi level in (d) is denoted by the red-dashed line.
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beginwith the pristine channel, whose TE coefficients are shown by
the black-dashed lines in all sub-figures for comparison, in which
case the doping is uniformly distributed in the entire channel. The
basic structure we consider has a well size LW ¼ 30 nm, a barrier
length LB ¼ 2 nm, and barrier height VB ¼ 0.15 eV (geometrical
features which experimentally showed large PFs [48,49,51]).

As a first step, in the data of the first column of Fig. 4 (Fig. 4aec),
we introduce a potential barrier and consider independent trans-
port in thewell and barrier regions (i.e., full energy relaxation in the
wells), as in the schematic of Fig. 2b. The TE coefficients for this
system are given by Eq. (4). For the case where the entire structure
is considered doped, the results shown by the green lines indicate
strong reduction in s, a slight increase in S as expected, but finally a
strong reduction in the PF, at least for carrier concentrations up to
~1021.

In a second step, we consider the possibility that the potential
barrier is free of dopants. Note that although the potential wells
need to be doped to achieve the required carrier density, the bar-
riers do not. In fact, other than them being formed because of band-
edge discontinuities between the two materials (well and barriers),
they can also be created by junctions of highly-doped/intrinsic re-
gions, as shown in Fig. 3c and d. The rationale behind the undoped
barrier regions originates from the much higher phonon-limited
mobility and MFPs for scattering compared to those of the
ionized impurity-limited transport (as shown in Fig. 1a). Here,
the TE coefficients for the barrier can be computed as in Eqs. (4c)
and (4d), but the scattering time is only determined by
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured pote
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electronephonon scattering. In the case of an undoped barrier
(Fig. 4a and c red lines), s is degradedmuch less, S increases slightly,
and the PF experiences a slight increase. Thus, as the barrier for-
mation increases the material's resistance, by keeping it ‘clean’
from dopants, at least the MFPs are longer, and a portion of the
conductivity is restored, mitigating the reduction in conductivity.
This allows higher mobility carriers, limited locally by phonon
scattering alone, rather than by the much stronger IIS (see Fig. 1a).

The third barrier attribute we investigate is the case where the
carriers undergo thermionic emission above the barrier (blue lines),
i.e., the case where the barrier size LB is much narrower compared
to the momentum relaxation MFP of the carriers. Under the
assumption of thermionic emission, the carriers from thewells that
are not filtered and flow over the barriers, as indicated in the left of
Fig. 2e, although subject to the doping in the wells, occupy high
velocity states. In this case, similarly to the undoped barrier case,
slight PF improvements are observed (blue line in Fig. 4c). The
transport details over the barrier, however, are different in the two
cases. In the undoped barrier case, the resistance is mitigated by the
use of the higher mobility ‘dopant-free’ barrier region. In the
thermionic case, the resistance is mitigated by the use of higher
velocity carriers coming from the well, rather than the lower ve-
locity carriers from the top of the barrier. The key outcome here is
that ‘clean’ barrier regions or thermionic transport over them can
restore the conductivity reduction that the potential barrier causes (for
reasonable VB values).We now proceed with examining the optimal
attributes of transport in the potential well.
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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3.2. Designing optimal attributes for the welldavoid energy
relaxation

We next investigate electronic transport in the well region. At
this stage, we consider that the well region is a uniformly, highly
doped region. From here on, we assume the undoped barrier
model, where charge carriers relax on the barriers. This is the
conservative worst-case scenario compared to the thermionic
emission assumption, but we also examine thermionic emission
as an upper-limit scenario later on as well. As illustrated earlier
in Fig. 2d, the current in a large portion of the well adjacent to
the barriers propagates at larger energies (before it relaxes at
lower energies), indicating both larger Seebeck coefficient and
larger carrier velocities (and conductivity). In fact, it is these
regions that provide PF improvements in superlattices and
nanocomposites, because the high Seebeck coefficient of the
barriers propagates into the wells, and high energies keep the
conductivity still high. The optimal design is achieved when the
carriers do not relax their energy into the well region after they
overpass the barrier as in Fig. 2c. In practice, the barriers are
placed at distances short enough to enforce less relaxation, but
long enough to reduce the resistance introduced. Thus, an
optimal compromise is achieved under semi-relaxation condi-
tions. The advantage of energy semi-relaxation to the Seebeck
coefficient is described by us and others in several works
[26,27,62e64].

The TE coefficients in the limit of no-relaxation are shown by
the red line in the second column of Fig. 4, in Fig. 4def. Essen-
tially when the carriers flow at high energies in the wells, they
raise thewells’ low Seebeck coefficient to the high Seebeck values
of the barriers (Fig. 4e), extending this high Seebeck in the entire
channel. The downside is that only carriers with energies above
VB are utilized, which would reduce the conductivity of the well
and the overall channel conductivity. However, this is mitigated
by the fact that the carriers of high energies are carriers of high
mobility. The inset of Fig. 4d shows the mobility of p-type Si
(dashed line) and the mobility of the carriers that travel above VB
alone, which in this case is more than double (solid line). The
conductivity is significantly lower compared to the pristine
channel for lower densities (Fig. 4d), but as the Fermi level is
raised to the VB level, the conductivity increases substantially. At
those carrier densities, the Seebeck coefficient (Fig. 4e) is still
high, and therefore the overall PF is improved compared to bulk
by ~2� (Fig. 4f). This again illustrates the benefits of filtering
under degenerate conditions [23,48].

Thus, to summarize the design of the filtering well/barrier
system up to this point, one seeks for material designs which: i)
allow for momentum non-relaxation on the top of the barrier, or
‘clean’ preferentially undoped barriers that restore/mitigate
the conductivity reduction introduced by the potential barriers
and ii) allow for energy non-relaxation in the well, which raises
the low Seebeck coefficient of the wells to the high values of
the barriers. Those criteria impose restrictions in the design,
shape, and importantly the ‘cleanliness’ of the barrier (from
dopants for example), to achieve large momentum relaxation
lengths and potential well sizes comparable to lE (or somewhat
larger).

3.3. Filtering well/barrier optimizationda novel concept consisting
of three regions

Moving forward, a novel filtering design geometry is intro-
duced, and in the following sections, its performance is investi-
gated. Although for the analysis we still employ the semi-
classical Boltzmann transport formalism, later on quantum
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured pote
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mechanical simulators and Monte Carlo simulators are also uti-
lized to further validate some of the design ‘ingredients’. A 2D
top-down view of the proposed geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3a,
where we now have rectangular domains of wells depicted by
the blue-colored regions and barriers depicted by the grey-
colored regions. The wells can represent highly doped regions or
regions where the band energy is generally lower (such that
wells are formed).

The red-colored regions in between the heavily doped re-
gions and the barrier regions are part of the wells (as in a
nanocomposite material, for example), although for those re-
gions we consider that the doping is reduced; for the purposes
of this analysis, these regions are undoped. A simplified sche-
matic of the potential profile in a 1D cross-section of the
material is shown in Fig. 3b, with the middle doped regions
being lowered in energy, the barriers regions’ energy residing
higher, and the potential of the middle region connecting the
two extremes. Here we do not explore the details of the for-
mation of the band profile in this region, but our goal is to
illustrate the design principle.

In practice, the oblique potential profile in the middle region
can be, for example, a result of the nþþ/i junction that is
formed, pushing most of the depletion region in the undoped,
intrinsic part. Its formation will be dictated by self-consistent
electrostatics and can be extracted by solving the Poisson's
equation together with carrier statistics as shown in Fig. 3ced.
In Fig. 3c, we simulate the potential profile of a double junction
channel, consisting of regions doped at 1019/cm3 at the left/
right sides, but left undoped in the middle. With the dashed
lines, we show where the intrinsic region resides, having
widths of Li ¼ 10 nm (red lines), 20 nm (blue lines), and 30 nm
(black lines). The solid lines show the self-consistently extrac-
ted potential profiles for each case, assuming p-type bulk Si
density of states. Fig. 3d shows the same profiles, but in this
case the doping in the left/right regions is raised to 5 � 1020/
cm3 (the corresponding elevated Fermi level is depicted in
Fig. 3d). Clearly, appropriate barriers for energy filtering are
formed, with their shape and height controlled by the dopant
values and intrinsic region length. In the rest of the paper, for
simplicity, we assume that the potential profile in the undoped
regions begins from the edge of the doped region and extends
to the edge of the barrier region. (In principle, however, the
potential barrier can be formed in a nþþ/i/nþþ structure
without the need for a different barrier material itself.) Because
of the large differences in the doping, the depletion region
indeed is shifted mostly in the undoped region, so it does
effectively begin from the edge of the doped region. Note that
the word ‘depletion’ throughout this work denotes both dopant
and majority carrier depletion (compared to the nþþ region) as
in our previous works in Refs. [48,49]. In principle, the middle-
region barrier can be optimized by varying the dopant distri-
bution accordingly, but in this work, we assume intrinsic re-
gions and provide the foundations of the design principle. We,
thus, refer to these regions interchangeably as ‘dopant-
depleted’, ‘clean’, or ‘intrinsic’.

The TE coefficients in the case of the three-region structure can
be computed by combining the individual coefficients of the three
regions (well-W, intrinsic-i, and barrier-B) as:

vtot
stot

¼ vW
sW

þ vi
si

þ vB
sB

; (8a)

Stot ¼ SWvW þ Sivi þ SBvB
vW þ vi þ vB

: (8b)
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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Fig. 4. The proposed design structure ‘ingredients’ one-by-one column-wise. Row-wise: the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficients, and power factors versus carrier density. In
all cases, the black-dashed line shows the properties of the pristine flat band channel, without any barriers, included for comparison. Column 1 (aec): Comparison between the
pristine case, and superlattices where the well/barrier regions are both doped and independent of each other (green line), and cases where the barrier is undoped (red lines) and
where thermionic emission prevails above the barrier (blue lines). The barrier height is VB ¼ 0.15 eV. Column 2 (def): Comparison between the pristine case and superlattices when
considering the undoped barrier case and completely unrelaxed current energies in the wells (red lines). Inset of d: The mobility of the isolated carriers that flow over the VB (solid
line), compared to the mobility of all carriers (dashed line). Column 3 (gei): Comparison between the pristine case and the case of undoped barriers, unrelaxed energies in the wells,
and dopant-free regions of length Wi ¼ 5 nm in the well next to the barrier regions (blue lines). In dashed-red lines, the data from column 2 are repeated for direct comparison.
Column 4 (jel): Comparison between the pristine case and the case where the thermal conductivity is not uniform in the well and barrier regions such as kW/kB ¼ 5 with all other
parameters as in Column 3 (green lines). In dashed-red lines, the data from Column 2 and in blue-dashed lines the data from Column 3 are repeated for direct comparison.
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In a manner similar to that of the wells and barrier regions, the
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient of the dopant-depleted re-
gions (labeled ‘i’ for intrinsic from here on), can be extracted by:

si ¼
ð∞
Vi

~siðEÞdE; (9a)

Si ¼
1
si

ð∞
Vi

~SiðEÞdE: (9b)

In general, these quantities have a spatial dependence as the
band edge changes in the ‘i’ region, but in most of the following
analysis, we consider an average band contribution, with that band
edge located at mid-energy VB/2 unless specified otherwise. (We
have investigated various cases in our model, i.e., several band edge
positions, each providing slightly different outcomes that do not
change the foundation and advantages of our design.) We also note
that the models described by Eqs. (1), (3), and (8) are strictly valid
for 1D periodic systems. Nanocomposites, on the other hand, are
described by a 3D aperiodic geometry, and the complexity of the
transport paths is such that it would not allow us to map the 3D
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured pote
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onto 1D paths beyond a first-order estimation. The design we
propose requires the current to flow normal to the wells and the
barriers, rather than in parallel to themdi.e., the 2D geometry in
Fig. 3a consists ideally of columnar grains extending into the page,
as in Ref. [48]. Nanocomposites are also subject to geometry vari-
ations, and superlattice 1D geometries can also be considered as a
limiting case for a nanocomposite system. Thus, we argue that Eqs.
(1), (3) and (8) (with the volume fraction included rather than the
length of the regions) are at first order applicable to nano-
composite/nanocrystalline materials as well.

3.4. Thermoelectric coefficients in the structure with dopant-
depleted regions

The TE coefficients for the ‘3-region’ structure are shown by the
blue lines in the third column of Fig. 4, Fig. 4gei. Again, for com-
parison, we also show the pristine material properties by the black-
dashed line and re-plot the result for non-relaxing wells of the
second column by the red-dashed lines. The middle, dopant-
depleted intrinsic region is assumed to be of widthWi ¼ 5 nm here,
and the TE coefficients are computed using Eqs. (8) and (9). The
middle region reduces the Seebeck coefficient compared to the
non-relaxing wells of the second column (blue- vs. red-dashed
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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lines in Fig. 4h), but the dopant-free region strongly increases the
conductivity of the overall domain (Fig. 4g). The carriers can now
flow more easily under the weaker phonon-limited scattering
conditions that prevail in the dopant-depleted regions. These re-
gions geometrically occupy a significant volume of the structure
even when having a narrow Wi ¼ 5 nm width. Thus, the overall
conductivity acquires a significant phonon-limited part with longer
MFPs, rather than an IIS limited part with much shorter MFPs. A
significant PF improvement is then achieved in this case as shown
by the blue line in Fig. 4i.

3.5. Designing optimal attributes for the three-region structure by
allowing thermal conductivity variations

Finally, we add another component to the design of thematerial,
which brings an independent improvement in the Seebeck coeffi-
cient without first-order changes in the conductivity. When
different thermal conductivities (k) exist in the different regions,
the overall Seebeck coefficient can be generalized to (see derivation
in the Appendix) [27,37,64]:

Stot ¼ SWvW=kW þ Sivi=ki þ SBvB=kB
vW=kW þ vi=ki þ vB=kB

(10)

Here, we assume a ratio of kW/kB ¼ 5 (and assume ki ¼ kW), which is
a reasonable ratio between the conductivities of grains and grain
boundaries, for example. An additional increase in the Seebeck
coefficient is achieved as shown in Fig. 4k (green lines vs. blue-
dashed lines). This new component leads to a larger PF as shown
in Fig. 4l. Here we included the TE coefficients from the second and
third columns of Fig. 4 in dashed-lines for comparison. Overall, by
considering these design strategies, a PF increase of ~5 � compared
to the bulk material can be achieved. Note that such: i) dopant-
depleted intrinsic regions, ii) semi-relaxation of energy, iii) undo-
ped barriers, and iv) thermal conductivity variations were used to
explain experiments that measured very high PFs even up to
~22W/mK2 [48,49,51]. In the following sections, we push the limits
of what PFs can be achieved with this design principle.

3.6. Increasing the design parameters Wi, VB, and kW/kB

To demonstrate the full potential of this design, we nowproceed
by increasing at a higher degree (but still under practically
achievable limits) the parameters that allowed for the PF im-
provements. We examine increases inWi, VB, and kW/kB one by one,
and finally combine all three of them together. The calculated re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5, where row-wise, as earlier, we show the
TE coefficients s, S, and sS2, and column-wise the influence of
increasing Wi, VB, and kW/kB, and all three simultaneously. In the
sub-figures of the first three columns, we still show for comparison
the lines from the previous investigation in Fig. 4l, which indicate
the effect on the TE coefficients for each design ingredient (dashed
lines). In the first column, by increasing Wi from 5 nm to
Wi ¼ 10 nm (solid-blue lines), i.e., the length of the intrinsic regions
is now longer, the conductivity increases significantly (Fig. 5a). Now
a larger area of the material is composed of dopant clean regions, in
which transport is phonon-limited with longer MFPs. The Seebeck
coefficient is essentially not changed (Fig. 5b), despite the increase
in the conductivity, because the elongated intrinsic regions raise
the overall well band edge EC compared to the shorter Wi case (see
Fig. 3bed). This means that the hF ¼ EC e EF is larger overall (in
absolute terms), which tends to increase the Seebeck coefficient,
thus mitigating the natural drop in the Seebeck coefficient when
the conductivity is increased. Overall, therefore, the PF largely in-
creases to values ~13 mW/mK2, dominated by the increase in the
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured pote
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conductivity. Importantly, the PF maximum is achieved for slightly
smaller densities, following the shift of the conductivity to lower
densities, which is easier to achieve experimentally.

Next, we examine the increase in the barrier height VB from
VB ¼ 0.15 eV to VB ¼ 0.25 eV. The results are shown in the second
column of Fig. 5 (Fig. 5d and f), by the red-solid lines. The con-
ductivity is significantly reduced up to the high densities of 1020/
cm3, where the Fermi level EF has still not yet reached the VB. At
higher densities, when the EF overpasses VB, the conductivity is
recovered to the pristine values, even slightly higher (with this
slight increase depending on the details of the dopant-depleted
regions Wi and how their consideration is accounted for). The
Seebeck coefficient, as expected, is largely increased (Fig. 5e), which
makes the PF to also largely increase (Fig. 5f). In this case, however,
the PF peak is shifted toward the higher densities, again following
the shift in the conductivity.

The next step is to examine the increase in the ratio kW/kB from 5
to 10 in the third column of Fig. 5, given by the green solid lines in
Fig. 5gei. Independently of the conductivity, the Seebeck coeffi-
cient is improved, which reflects on PF improvements in Fig. 5i.

Finally, in the fourth column of Fig. 5, magenta lines in sub-
Fig. 5jel, we consider these larger increases of all the parameters
together, i.e., we increase the parameter values to Wi ¼ 10 nm,
VB ¼ 0.25 eV, and kW/kB ¼ 10. Here we also kept the solid lines from
each previous individual case for reference. In Fig. 5j, the conduc-
tivity is benefitted significantly from the presence of the dopant-
free regions, and it is shifted to an intermediate region between the
Wi ¼ 10 nm alone (blue line), and the VB ¼ 0.25 eV alone (red line).
Carriers still need high EF levels to be able to overpass the increased
VB, which allows for large Seebeck improvements as seen in Fig. 5k.
Putting it all together, the increase in the PF is quite substantial,
reaching incredibly high values of >20 mW/mK2 (magenta line in
Fig. 5l), a factor of ~15 � over the bulk value where we started from
(dashed black line).

These are some very high values predicted by our model and
simulations. Our model is simple in considering transport and has
also considered some idealized assumptions, such as energy non-
relaxing transport and control on doping regions. However, we
need to stress that even if those idealized conditions are not met in
reality, there is still a lot of room for the PF to be improved sub-
stantially over the bulk values. In any case, an efficient TE material
can still be realized with even 5� improvement in the PF. It is also
quite remarkable that we consider such high barriers VB ¼ 0.25 eV,
and the PF still peaks at densities around 1020/cm3, which are still
achievable with current technologies for most TE materials. Thus,
considering: i) this ‘clean-filtering’ approach, where the barrier is
dopant-free, as well as ii) the support in the conductivity of thewell
from the dopant-depleted regions, a high conductivity is achieved
at high Seebeck regions and incredibly high PFs can be realized.

3.7. Increasing Wi, VB, and kW/kB to the extreme for reaching the PF
upper limit

Next, we go one step further and consider extreme conditions
under which the three parameters Wi, VB, and kW/kB are increased
to the very high values of Wi ¼ 15 nm, VB ¼ 0.3 eV, and kW/kB ¼ 15.
In the extreme Wi ¼ 15 nm case, the entire well is dopant depleted
(as LW¼ 30 nm), and it is assumed that all dopants reside in a delta-
function positioned in the middle of the well. In practice, a small
heavily doped region can exist, which is there to supply the mobile
carriers, without interfering with transport, an illustration of the
modulation doping technique [37,40]. The TE coefficients of some
combinations of these values are shown in Fig. 6aec, indeed indi-
cating incredibly high values of beyond 30 mW/mK2 (the magenta-
dashed line is the same as the magenta-solid line from Fig. 5 for
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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comparison). It is quite instructive to show the mobility of these
structures in Fig. 6d. The red-dashed line shows for reference the
bulk phonon-limited mobility and the black-dashed line the bulk
phonon plus IIS mobility, as in Fig. 1a. The proposed designs have
much lower mobility for lower densities compared to both the
phonon-limited and the phonon þ IIS limited bulk mobilities. At
higher densities, however, they all approach very closely the bulk
phonon-limited mobility and significantly overpass the bulk IIS-
limited mobility. Thus, the materials, at high densities, owing to
the dominant presence of the large dopant-free regions, are overall
phonon scattering limited.

3.8. Thermionic emission benefits

In the second part of Fig. 6 (Fig. 6eeh), we repeat the same
calculations as in Fig. 6aed, but in this case we consider thermionic
emission over the barrier, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2e and
described by Eq. (7). The simple assumption of thermionic emission
through a thin barrier allows the charge with energies higher than
VB to flow ‘freely’ over the barriers and it is quite advantageous at
higher VB (up to a limit), which otherwise introduces strong
resistance to the current. Thus, in this case, the conductivities are
much higher compared to the previous scenario (Fig. 6a vs. Fig. 6e),
the mobilities are higher (Fig. 6d vs. Fig. 6h), which doubles the PF
as well (Fig. 6c vs. Fig. 6g) to extremely high values of beyond
60 mW/mK2. Of course, this is an overestimated value, which will
drop once we consider interface resistance or the resistance that
arises through quantum mechanical well/barrier momentum state
mismatch. This mismatch will be stronger with the barrier height
as well. However, we examine the validity of this further below and
point out that thin barriers where thermionic emission prevails can
in general provide higher PFs.

We now devote the next part of the work to examining how
realistic the conditions that we impose for obtaining such PFs are,
using more advanced simulations. Specifically, we examine the
position of the Fermi level at such high doping densities, the val-
idity of the non- or semi-relaxation of current energy in our de-
signs, the validity of thermionic emission together with the
potential role of well/barrier state mismatch on the interface
resistance, and the validity of the higher conductivity in SLs of nþþ/
i junctions compared to uniformly doped channels. We also discuss
the ideal volume fraction of the filtering barriers and potential
practical implementations.

4. Discussion

4.1. Doping level and the Fermi level position

A major design ingredient in the design is the existence of a
dopant-depletion region, whereas all the required doping resides in
a small region in the middle of the grain. Thus, it is important to
have an estimatewhere the EF resides with respect to the band edge
EC in the doped region. We already expect to operate in the highly
degenerate conditions (locally in the middle core of the wells, with
the EF residing high into the bands), although in the barrier regions,
of course, the EF will be below the band profile. In the dopant-
depleted regions, the band will cross the EF. The question we
essentially want to answer here is: how high can we dope the
middle region, or how high will the EF be if a certain mobile carrier
density needs to be achieved in the entire material region, given
that it will only be supplied from the central/core region (blue-
colored regions in Fig. 3a)? Ultimately, as shown in Fig. 3c and d, the
built-in barriers are formed in the undoped region, which is largely
extended because the depletion region is preferentially placed in
the intrinsic region of the nþþ/i junction. On the other hand, the
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depletion region in the highly doped core is much narrower
because of the very high doping (even just a few nanometersdsee
Fig. 3c and d for the non-flat band regions left/right of the dashed
lines). Essentially, those narrow regions are depleted of the same
amount of carriers that appear in the entire undoped barrier region,
Wi þ LB combined. The illustrations of Fig. 3c and d are extracted
from self-consistent Poisson equations, and they clearly indicate
that just a few nanometers of highly doped regions are enough to
support the depletion and barrier regions with the necessary car-
rier density needed for the PF to peak to very large values. The
higher the doping of the highly doped regions, the smaller the
extension of the depletion into the doped regions and the larger the
depletion regions in the intrinsic/barrier regions (Fig. 3d).

In Fig. 7a, we show the PF computations for the case of the
different depletion region sizes considered, i.e., Wi ¼ 5 nm (blue
line same as in Fig. 4i), 10 nm (red line), and 15 nm (entirely dopant
depleted wells, with delta-function shaped core distributed doping,
green line). Interestingly, the larger the dopant-depleted region,
the higher the PF, but the smaller the required doping density in the
middle of the well to achieve maximum PF, which would be easier
to achieve experimentally anyway. Fig. 7b shows the position of the
Fermi level in the middle region for the different cases of dopant-
free region widths, in the structure where the barrier height is
VB ¼ 0.15 eV as depicted. With the black-dashed line, we show the
EF position with respect to the band edge EC ¼ 0 eV for the pristine
uniformly doped channel case. Note that we consider p-type Si DOS
parameters as high PFs are achieved for p-type Si [48], although we
invert the bands to talk about conduction bands, as it is easier to
perceive a flow over barriers than below barriers. As the regions
where dopants are allowed (blue-colored regions in the middle of
the wells in Fig. 3a) are reduced (Wi increases), a higher EF posi-
tioning (higher center region doping) is needed to achieve the same
carrier density. Around the density needed for maximum PFs
5 � 1019/cm3, the EF is pushed into the band by 0.1 eV, almost 3kBT
higher than what would supply the same density if the structure
was uniformly doped. The last case,Wi ¼ 15 nm, leaves no room for
doping to be placed into, as the length of the well region we
consider is LW ¼ 30 nm. However, as it was stated above, it should
be understood that there could be a narrow region of few nano-
meters of highly doped regions in excess, i.e., the well size would
have been slightly larger. These are a small part of the well volume,
still, however, enough to provide the necessary density in the
intrinsic regions and the barrier regions.

The high doping in the central region then serves an important
role, as it pushes the bands low for high velocities to participate in
transport. The fact, however, that a narrow volume of the material
is responsible for suppling the entire doping required (from
1019cm3e1020/cm3) requires that the EF levels increase substan-
tially, to ~0.1 eV into the bands, with the doped regions reaching
doping values at the levels of 1020cm3e5 � 1020/cm3 (to see this,
one can find the EF in Fig. 7b corresponding to the maximum PF of
Fig. 7a and then project horizontally that level until it meets the
dashed line). Interestingly, from Fig. 7b we can extract that to
achieve 5 � 1019/cm3 overall concentrations in the Wi ¼ 15 nm
structure, concentrations of only ~2 � 1020/cm3 in the middle blue-
colored regions are needed. As indicated by the narrow depletion
lengths of the heavily doped regions in Fig. 3c and d, a few nano-
meters of such central regionwould suffice. Such dopant values are
realistic within current technologies, for example in Si, and even
more importantly for nanocrystalline Si, where dopant solubility
thresholds allow for concentrations as large as 5 � 1020 and
2 � 1021 cm�3 using boron and phosphorus, respectively [65]. The
simulations here are performed using Si parameters, but the
concept we present is applicable in general to other materials as
well.
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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Fig. 5. The proposed design structure ‘ingredients’ increased one-by-one column-wise to higher values. Row-wise: the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficients, and power
factors versus carrier density. In all cases, the black-dashed line shows the properties of the pristine flat band channel, without any barriers included for comparison. The red-
dashed, blue-dashed, and green-dashed lines are the corresponding solid line data from Fig. 4 for comparison. Column 1 (aec): Increase in the dopant-free region from
Wi ¼ 5 nm toWi ¼ 10 nm (blue solid lines). Column 2 (def): Increase in the barrier height from VB ¼ 0.15 eV to VB ¼ 0.25 eV (red-solid lines). Column 3 (gei): Increase in the ratio of
the thermal conductivities of the well and barrier from kW/kB ¼ 5 to kW/kB ¼ 10 (green-solid lines). Column 4 (jel): Increase in all the three parameters simultaneously to the levels
of the data in Columns 1e3 (magenta-solid lines).
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4.2. Controlling the energy relaxation

An important aspect of the design is the reduced energy-
relaxation in the well region, such that the high Seebeck coeffi-
cient of the barriers is transferred throughout the material. Thus, it
is useful to point out what determines energy relaxation and what
is the degree of energy relaxation under realistic conditions, as well
as to propose some practical design directions, which provide
control over relaxation. Regarding geometrical features for the size
of the well, several works by us and others point out that energy
relaxation is prevented, or mitigated, when the well sizes are in the
range of the energy relaxation length, LW ~ lE or smaller [26,27,64].
Energy relaxation in semiconductors is dominated by inelastic
scattering processes, primarily electroneoptical phonon scattering.
In Si, for example, the electroneoptical phonon MFP is around lE
~15 nm, which results in well sizes of LW ~50 nm to exhibit semi-
relaxation of the current energy [27,64]. Well sizes of the order of
LW ¼ 30 nmwill only exhibit some degree of relaxation as we show
below. However, other than the well size, there are other param-
eters that can contribute to reduced carrier energy relaxation in the
design proposed, and they are discussed below.

Fig. 8a shows NEGF quantum transport simulations in SL
channel geometries with semi-relaxing LW ¼ 50 nmwells (Fig. 8a).
For this, we have used our in-house 2D simulator that we have
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developed with details explained in Refs. [26,64,66]. We include
the effect of electronephonon scattering with different common
phonon energies from Zu¼ 0.02 eV to 0.09 eV (leading to different
lE), for an example case where VB ¼ EF þ 0.05 eV. The colormap
indicates the current flow in space and energy, with yellow indi-
cating high current, whereas the curved lines indicate the energy of
the current flow <E>, which determines the Seebeck coefficient as
in Eq. (5). From our NEGF simulations, this is extracted by scaling
the current Ich(E,x) at all spatial points as:

CEðxÞD¼

ð∞
0
IchðE; xÞEdEð∞

0
IchðE; xÞdE

: (11)

Carriers flow over the barrier and then relax into the well in a
distance determined by the relaxation length lE. In NEGF, we can
control lE by adjusting the electron-phonon scattering strength, DO,
and the phonon energy, Zu. The short horizontal lines in the second
well show the level where the<E> of the current flowwill reside at,
in the case where the barriers are absent, i.e., the level at which the
current energy relaxes in the pristine material. For all values of
Zu ¼ 0:02 eV to 0:09 eV examined (energies for typical TE mate-
rials), the current is not relaxed at the pristine well level, but is
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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Fig. 6. The proposed design structure ‘ingredients’ increased one-by-one column-wise to extreme values of Wi ¼ 15 nm, VB ¼ 30 eV, and kW/kB ¼ 15. (aed) Undoped barrier,
independent well/barrier model. (a) The electrical conductivity. (b) The Seebeck coefficients. (c) The power factors. (d) The mobilities versus carrier density. In all cases, the black-
dashed lines show the properties of the pristine flat band channel, without any barriers included and the magenta-dashed lines are the maximum power factor data from Fig. 5 for
comparison. (eeh) The same quantities for the thermionic emission model.

Fig. 7. (a) The power factors of the structure with VB ¼ 0.15 eV in the case of dopant-
depleted regions of lengthWi ¼ 5 nm, 10 nm, and 15 nm (the blue-solid line is repeated
from Fig. 4i). (b) The position of the Fermi level EF from the bottom of the well in each
case versus carrier density. In both sub-figures, the black-dashed line shows the
properties of the pristine flat band channel, without any barriers included for com-
parison. The presence of the dopant-free region forces the EF higher compared to the
pristine channel to achieve the same carrier density level.
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higher, on average in between the energy levels observed on the
top of the barriers and those in the pristine wells.

Indeed, in Fig. 8b we show the Seebeck coefficients of these
channel materials with varying Zu (red line) and varying phonon
strength DO (blue line), but plotted as a function of the lE that they
correspond to (again typical values for TE materials and semi-
conductors). The lE is extracted by fitting the relaxing <E> by an
exponential function e�x=lE for a structure with a single barrier as
indicated in the inset of Fig. 8b. The dashed-flat lines show the
Seebeck coefficients of the pristine channel SW, and a channel
consisting of one large barrier extending across its entire length, SB,
for the Zu ¼ 0:06 eV (as in Si)dfor clarity we do not show the lines
for the uniform channels for the rest of the phonon energies, but we
note that our calculations indicate a ~20% variation at most for the
other phonon energies. The well size LW ~50 nm of this example
dictates semi-relaxation for the Si case, and thus the overall SL
Seebeck coefficient resides in the upper half of the allowed range
between the pristine values SB and SW (despite the fact that the
barriers occupy a much smaller portion of the channel compared to
the wells). Materials with weak electroneoptical phonon scat-
tering, or materials with large optical phonon energies (right side of
Fig. 8b), on the other hand, have weaker relaxation, with the See-
beck coefficient being even closer to that of the pristine barrier
material SB.

Evidently, whether Zu or DO is responsible in altering lE, the
actual relaxation and overall Seebeck coefficients are different,
even at the same lE (simply, the red/blue lines in Fig. 8b differ).
The overall lE and Seebeck coefficient are mostly linear with
electronephonon coupling strength DO (blue line). On the other
hand, for very small, or very large, Zu values, even at the same
expected lE as extracted from the single barrier cases, once a SL
channel is formed, the actual relaxation is less, and the Seebeck
coefficient is higher (higher red vs. blue line). The reasons are the
following: i) Small phonon energies: When the phonon energy Zu

is small, the lE decreases, but scattering approaches the elastic
limit, and thus relaxation saturates, and is even suppressed for
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured potential well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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Fig. 8. (a) The superlattice structure with the energy of the current flow <E> for
different optical phonon-energies 0.02 eV, 0.03 eV, 0.06 eV, and 0.09 eV. The short
horizontal dashed lines indicate the energy of the current level in the pristine channel,
i.e., where <E> would relax to in an infinitely long well. The colormap indicates the
current flow I(E,x). (b) The Seebeck coefficient versus the energy relaxation length of a
superlattice for the case where lE is altered by changing the phonon-energies (red
line) and by altering the electronephonon coupling strength (blue line). Inset: The
extraction of lE by an exponential fit of <E(x)> after the current passes over a single
barrier. (c) The Seebeck coefficient of the superlattice structure versus the length of the
well LW (red line). The magenta line shows the Seebeck coefficient in the case of full
and immediate relaxation after the carriers pass over the barriers. The dashed hori-
zontal lines in (b) and (c) indicate the Seebeck coefficient of a pristine material without
barriers SW (infinite well) and of a pristine material with a large barrier SB (infinite
barrier).
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Zu/0. ii) Large phonon energies: For an electron at energy E to
emit an optical phonon and relax at a lower energy, an available
empty state has to exist at energy E� Zu. As electrons primarily
flow over the barriers and into the wells, they would tend to relax
around the Fermi level EF (which in this case is placed into the
bands at degenerate conditions). If, however, VB and EF are placed
close in energy such that Zu>VB � maxðEF; ECðxÞÞ, then energy
relaxation is suppressed because of the absence of empty states
below the Fermi level, also evident by the black-dashed line in
Fig. 8a for the largest phonon energy we considered. Thus, the
simplified picture of lE extraction from a single barrier is no
longer valid in SL structures, which tend to exhibit reduced en-
ergy relaxation, an advantageous observation. The point here,
however, is that starting from the optimal conditions of a semi-
relaxed channel (LW ¼ 50 nm, Zu ¼ 0.06 eV, lE ~ 15 nm), and by
varying the phonon strength and the phonon energies such that
lE changes by 30% in either direction, still the Seebeck coefficient
tends to move mostly toward that of the barrier, rather than that
of the well in most of the parametric region.
Please cite this article as: N. Neophytou et al., Nanostructured pote
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Further on, to relate to the channels we have simulated earlier
within the BTE and Si parameters, we have chosen a channel with
lE ¼ 15 nm and Zu ¼ 0:06 eV (resembling Si), and performed
simulations for different well sizes from the ultra-short
LW ¼ 2 nm, up to LW ¼ 100 nm. Fig. 8c shows the Seebeck co-
efficients for these structures (red line), whereas again the
dashed-flat lines show the Seebeck coefficients of the pristine
channel SW, and the channel consisting of one large barrier SB.
(The semi-relaxing LW ¼ 50 nm channel we considered earlier
has a Seebeck coefficient which is in the middle of the two
limiting cases.) Clearly, however, for the LW ¼ 30 nm channels
that we considered in the BTE simulations earlier, the Seebeck
coefficient is SSL ~180 mV/K, which is much closer to the SB
~210 mV/K, rather than the SW ~85 mV/K. This justifies our con-
siderations of non-relaxing current energy in the wells. (Note
that in practice the optimal PF conditions are found when some
relaxation is present, such that the barriers are spaced as far as
possible to reduce the density of interface resistances, but as
close as possible to prevent relaxationdwe discuss interface
resistance reduction directions further below.) Interestingly,
the magenta-dashed line shows an analytical calculation of
the SL Seebeck coefficient if the well/barrier is considered inde-
pendently (as in Fig. 2b). In this case, much lower Seebeck co-
efficients are achieved for the SL.
4.3. Reduced relaxation and interface resistance in the three-region
structures

It is also worth discussing a few other things that point
toward reduced energy relaxation in the wells of the proposed
design. For example, the shape of the band edge EC in the dopant-
free regions, as shown in Fig. 3c and d, with oblique band edges: i)
provides higher Seebeck coefficient because of the higher average
EC and ii) further reduces the availability of empty states at lower
energies for electrons to relax their energy into. This reduces the
energy window for optical phonon emission to happen and thus,
reduces the energy relaxation. This is clearly indicated in Fig. 9a,
where we have performed NEGF simulations using electro-
neoptical phonon scattering alone and altered the barrier po-
tential to the oblique shape as a first-order approximation of what
is shown in Fig. 3b. As the sidewalls of the barrier become more
and more oblique, the energy in the wells begins to rise. The
oblique sidewalls, however, tend to reduce the energy of the
current flow above the barriers, but finally modest improvements
to the overall Seebeck coefficient are observed (Fig. 9c). Further-
more, in general, highly doped regions (in the well core), also
push the energy of the current upwards as lower energies scatter
more effectively off dopants (evident from the anisotropic Brooks-
Herring scattering model [56]). Thus, in the structures proposed,
the combination of: i) the chosen length for the well to be in the
order of lE, ii) the ‘oblique’ band shape in the dopant-free regions,
and iii) the doped core, allow for a significant degree of energy
non-relaxing transport in the wells. The important point, here, is
that the reduced energy relaxation in the wells is justified also by
consideration of quantum transport simulations. This justifies the
choice of the beneficial non-relaxing consideration in the BTE
simulations earlier.

As a side note, we have shown in the past that nanoinclusions in
the well regions, having barrier heights up to the VB of the super-
lattice, can push the energy of the current flowupwards and further
increase the Seebeck coefficient, also allowing for small, but
noticeable PF improvements [26,66]. That would be something to
also provide lower thermal conductivities, with additional benefits
for ZT.
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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Fig. 9. (a) The energy dependence of the current flow (yellow-green colormap) in
superlattice (SL) structures with oblique barrier sidewalls and the average energy of
the current flow <E(x)> (curved lines). The Fermi level is depicted by the flat blue line.
The coloring of <E> corresponds to the coloring of the barriers. (bed) The conduc-
tance, Seebeck coefficient, and power factor of the SLs as a function of the sidewall
inclination distance, d.

Fig. 10. Indication of the degree of relaxation of carriers on the barrier material as they
propagate over it. The figure shows the NEGF-calculated energy resolved transmission
function Tr of the carriers in a channel with a single potential barrier with length LB as
indicated in the inset. Electron scattering with acoustic phonons only is considered in
the calculation. Cases for different barrier lengths are shown from a large LB ¼ 100 nm
taking over most of the channel (black-dashed line) to a pristine channel (brown line).
The ‘jump’ of the Tr from that of the larger barrier to that of the pristine material would
indicate that carriers are more thermionically emitted over the barrier rather than
relaxing on it as the barrier length is scaled.
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4.4. Oblique sidewalls reduce interface resistance

It is also quite interesting to observe the conductance of the
channels in Fig. 9a, plotted against the sidewall distance d. The
reduction in the ‘local’ Seebeck coefficient in the barriers in Fig. 9c
at first when using oblique profiles is a signal of reduction in well/
barrier interface resistance, a consequence of better well/barrier
state matching. Indeed, our simulations show that the quantum
mechanical transmission over the barriers increases in the oblique
cases compared to the sharp barriers, and quantum reflections/
oscillations are smoothened out. Because of this, the conductance is
improved at first instance by ~20% (Fig. 9b). For larger d, the
conductance remains almost constant, whereas the Seebeck coef-
ficient increases from contributions in the wells. Overall, the
introduction of the sidewalls increases the PF monotonically, up to
values of ~30% (Fig. 9d). Note that in these simulations the struc-
tures are undoped.

4.5. The validity of thermionic emission (Fig. 10)

When it comes to the behavior of carriers over the barrier, we
have shown up to now that ‘dopant-clean’ barriers, with oblique
sidewalls for reduced interface resistance, and/or thermionic
emission from thewells over the barriers are important ingredients
for the design. Here, we examine the validity of the thermionic
emission, again using NEGF simulations, this time including
electron-acoustic phonon scattering only (elastic scattering to
isolate the effect of carrier relaxation on the barrier from inelastic
relaxation processes into the wells). We simulate a channel with a
single potential barrier in the middle and vary the length of the
barrier LB from LB ¼ 100 nm (taking over the entire channel) to
LB ¼ 5 nm and then to zero, i.e., the pristine channel case (as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 10). In Fig. 10, we plot the energy
resolved transmission function, defined as Tr ¼ (h/q02)Ich/(f1 � f2),
where Ich is the NEGF-extracted current, h is Plank's constant, and f1
and f2 are the FermieDirac distributions of the left/right contacts,
respectively [26]. All these quantities are energy dependent. The Tr
is directly related to the transport distribution function in the
BTE and has a linear dependence in energy in the case of acoustic
phonon scattering for a single sub-band [66,67]. That linear
dependence is captured in the (multi-band) NEGF simulations for
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the pristine channel (brown line), as well as the long barrier
channel (purple-dashed line), with the initial point being the band
edge, i.e. 0 eV in the pristine case, and VB ¼ 0.05 eV in the long
barrier case.

As the barrier length LB is scaled, however, there is a clear shift at
energies after VB toward the Tr of the pristine channel. The ‘jump’ in
the Tr after VB in the shorter LB ¼ 5 nm barrier channel clearly in-
dicates that carriers ‘see’ the barrier, but for energies above the
barrier they have a Trmore similar to that of thewell. This would be
an indication of ballistic thermionic emission, in which case the
carriers do not relax (at a large degree) on the bands of the barrier,
i.e., overall they do not acquire the low velocities at the top of the
barrier, but propagate with the well attributes. The gradual change
of the black line Tr in Fig. 10 toward that of the well (reaching at
~80% of that value within 0.01 eV after the barrier at
VB ¼ 0.05 eV) could signal that some well/barrier state mismatch
and quantum reflections are still present, adding to the interface
resistance. We also note that the aforementioned energy window
deviations from the pristine Tr would increase as VB increases
because of larger mismatch. However, any acquired slope in Tr
being larger compared to the one of the large non-thermionic well
(brown line in Fig. 10) would be beneficial to the conductivity and
the PF. This degrating effect would be reduced, however, when: i)
the barrier sidewalls acquire a slope as explained above in the
discussion of Fig. 9a and ii) if the barrier material has much more
transport modes compared to the well material, such that more
momentum state matching is achieved [68]. This can be the case of
a barrier material with much higher effective mass, for example.
Thus, the optimal PF of our design could be somewhere in between
the ~30 mW/mK2 and ~60 mW/mK2 indicated in the two examples
of Fig. 6.

4.6. High electronic conductivity in nþþ/i SL structures (Fig. 11)

Because the major new element this work proposes is the
introduction of the dopant-free region separating the highly doped
core or the potential well and the barrier, Monte Carlo simulations
were further performed to verify the outcomes of the simple model
employed in the main part of this paper. We employ a home-
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
.1016/j.mtphys.2019.100159



Fig. 11. Schematics of structures simulated within Monte Carlo. (a) Pristine, uniformly doped channel (the dots indicate the doping placement). (b) Uniformly doped superlattice
material. (c) Superlattice material consisting of a series of doped/intrinsic regions (nþþ/i). The position of the Fermi level is indicated. The barrier shape is extracted from a self-
consistent solution of the Poisson equation (and used in (b) as well). (d) The energy resolved current in the three channels, in black for the pristine channel, in red for the uniformly
doped SL, and in blue for the nþþ/i superlattice.
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developed 2D electron transport Monte Carlo code, and as a simple
example we simulate three channels as indicated in Fig. 11aec: i) a
uniformly doped channel without barriers, ii) a uniformly doped
channel, but with barriers, and iii) a channel where only the well
regions are doped, and the barriers are not. The shape of the bar-
riers is extracted from a self-consistent Poisson solver, corre-
sponding to doped regions of Ldoped ¼ 30 nm at ND ¼ 4 � 1019/
cm3 and Lundoped¼ 20 nm. P-type Si density of states were used. It is
not our intention here to perform a complete study using the
numerically expensive Monte Carlo simulations, but to indicate
that indeed doping variation can mitigate the conductivity reduc-
tion due to the introduction of potential barriers. Thus, considering
the simplicity of non-relaxing transport, we only consider elastic
scattering (acoustic deformation potential scattering and IIS). We
report on the electronic conductances of these three structures. i)
The uniformly doped channel has G ¼ 9.36 � 10�6 S. ii) The
conductance of the uniformly doped channel, but with barriers as
well, suffers a large reduction down to G ¼ 1.78 � 10�6 S, a factor of
5.3�. iii) ‘Cleaning-up’ the dopants from the barrier regions (as is
the actual case for the nþþ/i self-consistent simulation here) helps
the conductance to increase to G ¼ 5.92 � 10�6 S, recovering to
~60% of that of the uniform channel. The behavior is clearly
observed in the energy resolved current of electrons in the Monte
Carlo simulator, shown in Fig. 11d for the three cases. The current in
the uniformly doped SL (red line) case picks up after the barrier, but
even then remains lower compared to the pristine channel case
(black line), as carriers on the band edge on the top of the barrier
have lower velocities. On the other hand, the third case of the non-
uniformly doped channel (blue line) picks also after the barrier, but
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it is significantly higher compared to the pristine case, contributing
to increased conductivity. Finally, as the introduction of the barriers
(by simple considerations) increases the average energy of the
current <E> by 2.5�, a more than doubling of the PF would be
expected. The closest simulations that this can relate to in the
earlier BTE simulations is what is observed in Fig. 4i at the data
points of the corresponding densities.

4.7. Intrinsic Seebeck coefficient of the boundaries and their volume
fraction

The boundary regions (grey regions in Fig. 3a) are there to
facilitate the creation of the dopant-depleted regions (as for
example in the nanocrystalline structures of Ref. [48e51]). The
boundary regions are also important in providing the barrier VB,
which will formwhen the boundarymaterial and the potential well
material have a band edge discontinuity, DEC. On the other hand,
even if the boundary material does not have a significant DEC (or
even if it has a negative one), the presence of the junction between
the heavily doped well core and the undoped/lightly-dopedmiddle
and boundary regions will electrostatically form an effective barrier
VB. Thus, the isolated ‘intrinsic’ Seebeck coefficient of the boundary
material will only have a secondary effect. The primary determi-
nation of the Seebeck coefficient and PF will be determined by the
effective built-in barrier (band edge discontinuity and electro-
statics). Note that in the case where the junctions (blue/red regions
in Fig. 3a) are achieved with selective local doping on mono-
crystalline materials, even in the absence of boundary regions large
benefits will also be expected. Where boundaries, as a second
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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phase, can provide an additional improvement to the overall See-
beck coefficient, is through variability in the thermal conductivity.

With regards to the volume fraction that the boundaries occupy,
within the assumption that they remain undoped, our simulations
show that moderate PF benefits are possible (even up to 2�)
compared to the uniformly doped, pristine material, even if the
boundaries occupy a larger volume fraction compared to the wells/
grains. To obtain the very large PF improvements we present,
however, the boundary regions need to be smaller than 5 nm in
length, to mitigate electrical resistance and allow for a degree of
thermionic emission (as in Fig. 10). On the other hand, boundary
regions smaller than 3 nm will allow quantum mechanical
tunneling and result in smaller temperature drops across them,
both of which reduce the Seebeck coefficient [24]. Thus, we suggest
that the boundaries are optimally of the order of 5 nm thickness. In
the case of Si, for example, to achieve semi-relaxation of the current
flow in the channel, the grain/well size should be in the order of
LW ¼ 30 nme50 nm. This leads to an optimal volume fraction ratio
of at most ~25% for the boundary regions.

4.8. Example of possible practical realization

The simplest experiment to design and evaluate the potential of
the ‘clean-filtering’ approach is to begin with two regions and fabri-
cate 2D superlattices formed of nþþ/i or nþþ/n-junctions. In that
case, the barriers are formed in the intrinsic or lightly doped regions,
which will be regions ‘cleaner’ of dopants, having phonon-limited
mobility. Lithography can be used for the definition of windows
through an oxide layer (grown by thermal oxidation, for example)
on an silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer, shaped by lithography and
etching to act as a mask for the doping process. Oxide windows, and
hence the final doping concentration, can be arranged to form a
2D array using ion implantation (for example). As a next step, one
can go even further by lithographically defining lines in the x- and
y-directions to form a square ‘net’, and then dopant diffusion can
create highly doped islands in the regions between the ‘square net’
lines as in the blue-colored islands of Fig. 3a.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this work proposes a novel design direction,
which will allow nanostructured materials to deliver exceptionally
high thermoelectric PFs, even more than an order of magnitude
compared to the original material's corresponding values. The
design is based on an extension and generalization of previously a
presented strategy that realized experimentally very large PFs (5�
compared to optimized pristine material values) [48,49]. In this
work, it is shown that much higher PFs can be achieved once the
grain/grain-boundary (well/barrier) design is properly optimized.
Specifically, the proposed design utilizes energy filtering where
carriers flow from heavily doped potential wells into undoped
barriers (with a degree of thermionic emission) for reducing the
barrier resistance that ionized impurities would have caused.
Importantly, though, it introduces an undoped region, ‘clean’ of
dopant impurities, that separates the core of the wells from the
barriers. This essentially allows for higher carrier MFPs and
mobility in the wells (approaching phonon-limited), compensating
by far the conductivity reduction caused by the barriers. The work
also points out that other than the three-regions (1-heavily doped
well core, 2-intrinsic carrier path spacer, and 3-potential barrier),
an essential ingredient is that the energy of the carriers does not
relax significantly in thewell regions. It is shown, however, that this
is the most probable and realistic case in the designwe propose, as:
i) the potential well length can be chosen such as to be in the same
order as the energy relaxation MFP, ii) the oblique band edge shape
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of the intrinsic regions favors reduced relaxation, and iii) degen-
erate doping conditions also favor reduced energy relaxation. Thus,
the design can provide exceptionally high PFs because it: i) reduces
the resistance of the barriers, ii) transfers the high Seebeck coeffi-
cient of the barriers into the wells, and iii) allows very high con-
ductivity in thewells. The latter is achieved by utilizing dopant-free
intrinsic regions for transport, but with high-energy carriers that
provide high carrier MFPs and phonon-limited rather than IIS
dominated, mobilities. Although for some of the parameters, the
simulations employed are relevant to Si, the design approach can be
applied in general to other materials as well.
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Appendix

Here we provide the theoretical proof of the equation for the
Seebeck coefficient of a composite system, which leads to Eq. (3b)
in the main paper. The Seebeck coefficient of an arbitrary irreg-
ular system is defined as the weighted average of the local Seebeck
coefficients along the length of the material (L), with the weighting
factor being the lattice temperature gradient as:

S¼

ðL
0
SðxÞðdTL=dxÞdx

DT
(A1)

where for the applied temperature difference DT, it holds
DT ¼

Z L

0
ðdTL =dxÞ. Here we assume a 1D channel material. We as-

sume that the lattice temperature (TL) varies according to a simple
thermal circuit model. In this case, each of the two materials
forming the composite system (barriers and wells) has a different
temperature gradient across it depending on its thermal conduc-
tivity, as dTL=dxjB for the barriers and dTL=dxjW for the wells. The
entire temperature drop across thematerial is then decomposed as:

DT ¼dTL
dx

����
B
LB þ dTL

dx

����
W
LW (A2)

where LB and LW are the total lengths of the wells and barrier re-
gions. At an interface between different materials, the heat flux is
conserved, thus using Fourier's law we have:

JQ ¼ � kB
dTL
dx

����
B
¼ �kW

dTL
dx

����
W

(A3)

Substituting (A3) into (A1), we reach:

S¼ SBLB
JQ
kB
þ SWLW

JQ
kW

LB
JQ
kB
þ LW

JQ
kW

¼
SBLB
kB

þ SWLW
kW

LB
kB
þ LW

kW

(A4)

In the case of a 3Dmaterial with irregularities in the distribution
of the wells/barriers, for example as in a polycrystalline material of
grains/grain boundaries, the lengths are replaced by the volume
fractions of the different regions [37], i.e., the overall Seebeck
ntial well/barrier engineering for realizing unprecedentedly large
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coefficient of a 3D nanocomposite material is approximately the
volume weighted average of the Seebeck coefficients of the con-
stituent material phases as:

S¼
SBnB
kB

þ SWnW
kW

nB
kB
þ nW

kW

(A5)
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